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ABSTRACT 
 
Supraspinatus (SSP) tendon tear leads to intramuscular fat accumulation in the SSP muscle and 

the mechanisms are currently unknown. The purpose of this study was to investigate changes in 

vascularization of the SSP muscle and the relationship to intramuscular fat accumulation 

following SSP tendon detachment with or without reattachment. One hundred and six rabbits 

underwent SSP tendon detachment. In groups of ten, thirty rabbits were sacrificed 4, 8, and 12 

weeks following detachment. Forty rabbits underwent detachment and immediate reattachment 

and were sacrificed in groups of ten following 0, 1, 2, and 6 weeks of healing. In groups of 

twelve, the remaining thirty-six rabbits underwent SSP tendon reattachment 4, 8, and 12 weeks 

after detachment and were sacrificed 12 weeks later. Vascularization was quantified in each 

specimen using CD31 immunohistochemistry. Four weeks after SSP tendon detachment, there 

was an increase in vascularization of the distal SSP muscle that reached significance after 12 

weeks of detachment (p=0.024). We found that vascularization was positively correlated with 

intramuscular fat accumulation after detachment only (r=0.29; p=0.008). After SSP tendon 

reattachment, immediate or delayed, the correlation between vascularization and intramuscular 

fat accumulation was not observed.  Microscopically, some SSP muscle vascular structures in the 

reattachment group had thicker vascular walls which were further quantified using αSMA 

immunohistochemistry. The delayed reattachment group showed an increase in vascular wall 

thickness in the distal portion of the SSP muscle at 4+12 (p=0.012) and 12+12 (p=0.012) weeks 

and in the proximal portion at 4+12 (p=0.024) weeks. Further investigation is required to 

demonstrate a cause/effect relationship between increased vascularization and intramuscular fat 

accumulation in the context of rotator cuff tear and success of surgical repair.  
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Muscle of the Shoulder: The Rotator Cuff 

Movement of the shoulder joint, also known as the glenohumeral joint, results from the 

activity of the rotator cuff; a group of muscles and tendons that provide strength and mobility1,2. 

The glenohumeral joint is a ‘ball-and-socket’ joint where the humeral head fits into a shallow 

depression on the scapula; the glenoid fossa3. The rotator cuff is responsible for shoulder 

stability and mobility: abduction, adduction, internal and external rotation of the arm4. Skeletal 

muscles have unique origin and insertion points into bones3. The gross anatomy of a skeletal 

muscle attachment to bone is shown in Figure 1.1. The transition of a skeletal muscle into 

tendon, the enthesis, and then bone creates a strong attachment and is designed to optimize the 

transfer of forces from muscle to bone and create movement5–7. The rotator cuff is a functional 

anatomical unit composed of four muscles merging into a tendinous ‘cuff’ that inserts into the 

humeral head providing strength and stability during motion of the shoulder1,7. Movements of the 

arm are mediated by the four muscles that make up the rotator cuff; the subscapularis, the 

supraspinatus (SSP), the infraspinatus, and the teres minor as shown in Figure 1.21,8.  

Each muscle in the rotator cuff contributes to the specific movements of the shoulder 

while stabilizing the three bones of the shoulder: scapula, clavicle and humerus1,9. The 

subscapularis is responsible for internal rotation of the humeral head and also prevents 

dislocation while the arm is raised by pulling the humeral head forward and down1,9. The SSP 

muscle assists the deltoid, a muscle attached to the humerus, and abducts the humerus to a 90º 

angle1,8,9. The SSP muscle is also involved in the movement of the shoulder from 90º to 180º by 

laterally pulling the humeral head into the shallow glenoid fossa while allowing the deltoid to 

continue lifting the humerus1,8. The main function of the SSP muscle is to prevent dislocation of 
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the humeral head during overhead reaching and does not significantly contribute to force 

production for movement of the humerus. The infraspinatus is responsible for the external 

rotation and backward movement of the humerus and is often assisted by the teres minor and the 

deltoid1. Finally, the teres minor is responsible for assisting the infraspinatus in external rotation 

as well as transverse abduction and extension1. Overall, the function of the four muscles of the 

rotator cuff is to mediate shoulder movement and maintain stability of the shoulder joint.  

The muscles of the rotator cuff provide the force to create movement of the glenohumeral 

joint while the tendinous attachments to bone translate the tensile forces from muscle to bone10. 

The highly-organized collagen structure of tendons allows for resisting high tensile forces while 

transmitting forces efficiently11. Tendons can have one or two functions; positional and energy 

storage7. All tendons perform positional roles enabling muscles to move bones and positioning 

the body5,7.  Few tendons have energy storage capacity and the Achilles tendon is a well 

characterized example12,13. When loaded, the Achilles tendon is able to stretch and store energy 

which can later be released for the propulsion of the foot from the ground12. The Achilles tendon 

attaches the plantaris, gastrocnemius and soleus muscles to the calcaneous bone in the foot13,14.  

The thick structure of the Achilles tendon provides for both elasticity and shock-absorbance and 

is involved in supporting tensional forces and producing movement of the foot12–14. Tendons 

with energy storage capacity have higher extensibility, are less stiff and are subjected to small 

strains compared to positional tendons12,13.  The tendon structure is optimized to provide 

appropriate mechanical function across tendon types. 

Tendons are composed of a dense fibrous connective tissue rich in collagen7. The 

collagen fibrils are grouped into fibers, fascicles and finally the whole tendon7,15.  Interspersed 

between the collagen units throughout the tendon hierarchy is a variety of other non-collagenous 
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matrix components such as elastin and proteoglycans5,7. The extracellular matrix of the tendon 

accounts for 60 to 85% of the dry weight of the tissue7,15. Type 1 collagen is the predominant 

type and is the principle tensile element of the tendon7,15. Tendon cells, the tenocytes, are 

embedded in an extracellular matrix rich in collagen16. How the non-collagen matrix components 

give tendon its unique properties are less understood. Proteoglycans increase the water content of 

tendons providing resistance to compression and account for approximately 0.5% of the dry 

weight of tendons17. Although tendons are less metabolically active than associated muscles, 

tenocytes adapt and remodel in response to mechanical loading while also responsible for the 

synthesis and turnover of collagen and other molecules of the extra cellular matrix of the 

tendon17.  

In humans, each muscle of the rotator cuff transitions into tendon before inserting into the 

humeral head at well-defined insertion sites1. Between the tendon and bone, a very small (~0.6 

mm) transition zone is visible by microscopy: the enthesis2. The enthesis is specialized 

connective tissue made up of four distinct zones; tendon proper, unmineralized fibrocartilage, 

mineralized fibrocartilage, and bone2,18,19. The enthesis is susceptible to rupture when excessive 

movements and forces are applied. The composition and organization of the four zones of the 

enthesis transitions from soft tissue, the tendon, to hard and calcified bone tissue2,18,19. In 

between those two different tissues, the fibrocartilage is present with two very different 

extracellular matrices: mineralized and unmineralized2.  The unmineralized fibrocartilage 

protects the tendon from harmful compression while the mineralized fibrocartilage prevents 

shearing forces from damaging the insertion into the humeral head2,18.  The enthesis is 

specifically structured to withstand the varying directional forces that facilitate the wide range of 

motion of the glenohumeral joint2,18. Rotator cuff tears commonly occur in the SSP tendon prior 
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to insertion into the humeral head at the enthesis20–22. Tears can be partial and progress to a 

complete detachment of the SSP tendon21–23. The distal tendon of the SSP and infraspinatus 

tendon are often the sites where rotator cuffs tears are diagnosed by medical imaging and 

observed in individuals performing overhead movements24–28. 
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Figure 1.1. The anatomy of a skeletal muscle. A depiction of the attachment of a healthy skeletal 

muscle to bone. The muscle portion of the musculotendinous unit transitions into tendon which 

attaches to the bone via the enthesis. The small units that make up a skeletal muscle are also 

shown: individual muscle fibers are surrounded by endomysium to make up muscle fascicles 

which are encased in perimysium. Skeletal muscles include muscle fascicles surrounded by 

epimysium. Vascularization is interspersed between muscle fascicles. Image had been modified 

from the National Cancer Institute SEER Training Modules29. 
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Figure 1.2. The anatomy of the human rotator cuff.  Anterior (left) and sagittal (right) views of 

the right shoulder shows how the muscles of the rotator cuff merge to insert into the humerus and 

to provide stability of the glenohumeral joint in humans.  All four muscles of the rotator cuff, 

subscapularis, SSP, infraspinatus, and teres minor, the associated tendons and insertion points 

into the humeral head are shown. The location of common rotator cuff tears is indicated by blue 

arrows at the insertion of the SSP tendon. Image has been modified from The American 

Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons30. 

  

Infraspinatus
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1.2 Rotator Cuff Tears 

Rotator cuff tears are a significant clinical problem affecting ~35% of individuals over 60 

years of age31. The SSP tendon at the distal insertion into the humeral head is the most 

commonly torn tendon as shown in Figure 1.224–28. The proximal insertion of the SSP tendon 

into the supraspinous fossa of the scapula is rarely torn since it is not involved in stabilizing the 

shoulder joint1. A tendon tear often results from repetitive overhead reaching with weights28,31. 

In humans, SSP tendon tears may begin as small, or partial tears, and progress over time to 

become full complete tears21. Occasionally, SSP tendons will tear completely and the distal end 

of the SSP muscle will no longer be attached to the humeral head21,28,32. If untreated, a detached 

tendon is challenging to surgically repair because the tendon will degenerate and the unused 

muscle will atrophy and retract28,33. Partial tears fail to heal without surgical intervention in 20 to 

95% of the cases depending on individual patient characteristics including: age of patient, 

severity of tendon tear, and length of time the tendon has been torn, making them difficult to 

treat34,35. The longer the duration after a tendon tear, the more significant the complications are, 

decreasing the likelihood of a successful surgical reattachment. The low rate of spontaneous 

healing justifies the need for surgical interventions to restore normal shoulder function early after 

injury7,31. Partial tears often lead to a slower progression of tendon degeneration when compared 

to complete tears where the functional structure and alignment of tenocytes will slowly degrade 

while the density of adipose tissue and vascularization will increase in the tendon31,36. Tendon 

degeneration further prevents successful surgical reattachment as the structural integrity of the 

tendon is lost and cannot be successfully reattached to the bone. 

Following a rotator cuff tear patients can experience a wide range of symptoms. Shoulder 

pain and reduced range of motion observed at physical examination often accompany the rotator 
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cuff tear although some individuals have asymptomatic tears37–39. One study evaluated 411 

asymptomatic individuals to determine the prevalence of asymptomatic rotator cuff tears and 

found that 23.4% of individuals had a rotator cuff tear despite not exhibiting any diagnostic 

characteristics39. A second study evaluated the degree of degeneration of rotator cuff tendons in 

cadavers and quantified the level of degeneration and presence of partial tears38.  Sano et al., 

found 17 out of 76 cadaveric shoulders had a partial rotator cuff tears and showed significant 

signs to degeneration; fiber thinning, tissue granulation, and fiber tearing, when compared to 

intact tendons38. In addition to shoulder examination, medical imaging provides information 

about the extent and location of the tendon tear and about muscle condition: including size 

(retraction, atrophy) and composition (intra- and extramuscular fat accumulation)28,37,40–42. 

Symptoms, clinical assessment, and imaging results in the diagnosis of rotator cuff tear are often 

correlated43,44. In the case of a complete tear of the distal end of the SSP tendon, the shoulders 

ability to abduct the humerus will be prevented and symptomatic45. The muscular changes, 

particularly fat accumulation in the muscle, compound rotator cuff tears and contribute to low 

surgical success rates44,46,47. A recent study found that re-tear rates following surgical repair were 

correlated with age and size of the tendon tear48. Individuals less than 50 years old had a re-tear 

rate of 5% 6 months following surgical repair. The re-tear rate increased to 34% in individuals 

over 80 years old48. 

Fat accumulation in the SSP muscle is a criterion frequently used as a prognostic factor to 

determine a patients’ eligibility for surgical repair. Using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), fat 

accumulation is scored on the Goutallier scale, a semi-quantitative assessment, with a score of 0 

to 4 with 4 as the highest score25,49,50. The Goutallier scale alone provides limited information 

mainly because of the low inter-observer reliability and the lack of evaluation of the importance 
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of tear as a whole24. Currently, the Goutallier score is used in association with the clinical 

assessment and visualization of the tear by medical imaging to guide the decision to surgically 

repair a torn tendon24. The rationale of using the Goutallier in the clinical decision is supported 

by the results from epidemiological studies. Intramuscular fat accumulation in rotator cuff tears 

has been shown to have a strong association with negative surgical outcomes25,44,46,47,49–51. In the 

SSP muscle, fat starts accumulating early in and around the muscle, progresses over time, and is 

not reversed following surgical reattachment26,51,52. A detachment in the SSP tendon can also 

cause fat accumulation in the adjacent but intact infraspinatus muscle despite maintaining 

continuity40. Intramuscular fat impairs normal muscle functioning by preventing the proper 

contraction of myocytes and disrupting normal muscle architecture53–56. Intramuscular fat is also 

associated with decreased function of resident satellite cells(SC)56. The presence of 

intramuscular fat is used as a prognostic factor mainly because the presence of high levels of 

intramuscular fat prevents the proper healing and function of rotator cuff muscles25,44,46,47,49–51. 

There are several different approaches to treating rotator cuff tears and the decision takes 

into consideration individual patient characteristics such as; severity of tear, duration of tear, 

impact on quality of life, and age of patient34. If a rotator cuff tear does not significantly impact a 

patients’ quality of life, non-operative treatments may be the best course of action34. Non-

operative treatments primarily focus on physiotherapy for the affected joint to strengthen and 

minimize the effects of a torn, partial or full-thickness, rotator cuff34. Non-operative treatments 

are also used in patients who are in the waiting period for surgical rotator cuff repairs34. The 

current standard of care for surgical repair is fully arthroscopic surgeries but mini-open repairs 

are sometimes used34,57–59. Arthroscopic surgery is typically a day surgery in which minor skin 

incisions are made to visualize and repair the torn tendon57. These surgical protocols are 
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minimally invasive, do not require long hospital stays, and decrease the risk of post-operative 

complications such as infection57. Arthroscopic repairs are associated with decreased 

postoperative pain, less complications, and faster recovery although functional outcomes and re-

tear rates remain the same when compared to mini-open repairs34.  

When performing a surgical repair, the arrangement of sutures has been evaluated in 

association with re-tear. A recent review compared common techniques; single-row, double-row, 

and tripe-row repairs, to determine if any are associated with superior clinical outcomes33. Suture 

techniques refer to the orientation of the sutures inserted into the humeral head to reattach the 

SSP tendon. Although most studies indicated that newly developed techniques improve the 

biomechanical strength of the repair, this was not translated into improved surgical outcomes33. 

Lower tendon re-tear rates are observed when the double row technique (19.5%) was used when 

compared to the triple row technique (23.5%) and single row technique (30.3%) 33. Although re-

tear rates improved with some surgical techniques, the failure rate of rotator cuff repair remains 

high33. It is difficult to compare between studies when evaluating clinical outcomes primarily 

because of the inconsistency in the criteria used for surgical success, the duration of the follow-

up period, and the classification of the original injury33,34.  

The repair of rotator cuff tears has made many strides toward increasing surgical success 

rates. In the USA there are approximately 4.5 million annual visits to physicians regarding 

shoulder pain and discomfort28,34. These visits translate into 75,000 surgeries costing 

approximately $14,000 USD each with mini-open techniques costing approximately $1,000 USD 

less than arthroscopic techniques28,57. Despite development of new techniques, new anchor 

design, and increasing knowledge of the disease process, the surgical success rate for complete 

rotator cuff tears remains between 69 and 95% 28,57. Experimental studies provide valuable 
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avenues to investigate the biological process of rotator cuff tears, decipher the pathophysiology 

of rotator cuff tears, and test new surgical interventions. 

1.3 Fat Accumulation in Skeletal Muscle 

Both skeletal muscle and bone come from the same mesodermal embryonic origin and 

maintain their functional structure though active loading60. When bones and muscles are not 

loaded within natural capacity, they will undergo physiological changes that affect their function 

and composition61. In skeletal muscle, intramuscular fat accumulation can be problematic for the 

contractile ability of the muscle because it alters the composition and arrangement of myocytes61. 

Intramuscular fat accumulation has been studied in the context of optimization of intramuscular 

fat content in the meat industry. In the beef industry, intramuscular fat is referred to as marbling 

in steaks and represents an important characteristic to optimize quality and taste of the meat62. 

Specific breeds of livestock, such as Wagyu cattle, have an optimal intramuscular fat content62. 

Aside from the genetic contribution to marbling in livestock, the energy derived from the diet is 

altered to modify the intramuscular fat content62. Similarly, humans can be subject to increase 

intramuscular fat density if they are consuming a high calorie diet over an extended period of 

time61,63. Increased intramuscular fat content has also been linked with aging. As humans age, 

there is a net loss of skeletal myocytes and an increase in adipose tissue, both causing a loss in 

strength of the muscle61. It is unknown if muscle force production is primarily affected my 

muscle atrophy, fat accumulation, or a combination of both. By identifying the pathways and 

contributors to intramuscular fat accumulation, therapies could be developed to reduce the 

harmful effects of intramuscular fat on muscle function in human. 

It has been shown that progenitor cells resident in healthy skeletal muscle can contribute 

to intramuscular fat accumulation. Progenitor cells include fibro-adipogenic progenitor cells 
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(FAP), SCs, and pericytes. FAPs and pericytes are found in close association with 

vascularization in skeletal muscles55,64,65. In response to muscle injury Type 1 pericytes become 

committed to an adipogenic differentiation pathway and potentially contribute to fat 

accumulation64,66. FAPs also respond to muscle injury by differentiating into skeletal muscle 

adipocytes but, in the presence of efficient skeletal myocyte regeneration, FAPs will return to 

their dormant state55,67. Both potential sources of adipocytes can cause an increase in 

intramuscular fat and a decrease in myocyte proportion in skeletal muscle with changes in the 

fundamental architecture of the muscle preventing proper contraction65,67. In the aging 

population, the increased intramuscular fat content is directly related to a decreased force 

production by the skeletal muscle47,53. No effective treatments directly address the combined 

intramuscular fat content, weakening of skeletal muscle, and increased risk of injury. 

Intramuscular fat accumulation can be prevented by resistance training and aerobic exercise but 

will not prevent fat accumulation in response to injury60. When investigating degenerative 

myopathies, low intensity, high frequency vibrations have been shown to decrease fat depots in 

mice68. High frequency vibrations can mimic low intensity, long duration exercise which is 

associated with decreased intramuscular fat accumulation in skeletal muscles68. One study by 

Davis et al., attempted to maintain muscle strength despite intramuscular fat accumulation in 

response to injury and found that statin treatment can have a protective effect on muscle 

atrophy32. Statins inhibit the synthesis of precursor enzymes for cholesterol and are involved in 

triggering the inflammatory signalling pathways32. Attempts at reversing intramuscular fat 

accumulation in animal models of after rotator tear have not been successful. 

In the clinical context of rotator cuff tears, fat accumulation associated with rotator cuff 

tears has been shown to occur early, to persist over time, and to be associated with re-tearing of 
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the tendon following surgical repair. Gladstone et al., have suggested a ‘point of no return’ for 

intramuscular fat accumulation in rotator cuff tears where the fat accumulation will prevent any 

surgical repair attempts from being successful44. In a study evaluating surgical outcomes at a one 

year follow-up, 70% of individuals who had moderate to severe fat accumulation experienced a 

re-tear while only 29% of individuals with no or mild fat accumulation experienced a re-tear44. 

Using a regression analysis, Gladstone et al., confirmed previously reported semi-qualitative data 

and fat accumulation was identified as an independent factor that predicts functional outcomes 

following rotator cuff repair44. In an attempt to characterize the origin of adipocytes, Klomps et 

al., used a transgenic GFP mouse line to determine if bone marrow derived adipocytes 

contributed to intramuscular fat accumulation and found that less than 10% of adipocytes found 

in the muscle originated from bone marrow69. Despite extensive characterization of 

intramuscular fat in rotator cuff tears, there is little information about the origin of the adipocytes 

limiting the ability for treatment and reversal of fat accumulation in the muscle. 

1.4 Animal Models of Rotator Cuff Tear 

The rotator cuff is a musculoskeletal feature that is unique to higher primates and 

humans. A true rotator cuff forms by the fusion of the SSP and infraspinatus tendons prior to 

insertion into the humeral head70,71. Mammals have four muscles and tendons of the rotator cuff 

but the tendons do not merge prior to insertion into the humeral head3,35,71. The structure of a true 

rotator cuff is associated with the increased range of motion in the forelimbs of bipedal 

mammals, specifically the ability to reach overhead71. The biology of rotator cuff tears is 

commonly studied using the mouse, rabbit, sheep, and pig models that exhibit a different 

organization of the rotator cuff and more limited shoulder movement. Although the rotator cuff 
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of animal models used for research differs from human anatomy, valuable information can be 

derived to understand how the shoulder structure allows for movement.   

Animal models allow for control of variables potentially contributing to rotator cuff tears. 

In particular, the size and location of the tear and timing of the repair surgery can be reproduced 

consistently in animals35. The changes in the different tissues can be monitored precisely over 

time and examined using imaging techniques similar to what is used in clinic. Tissues are 

available for histology analysis providing details at the cellular and molecular level. By using an 

animal model, variables influencing the tear, the changes associated with rotator cuff tears 

including tendon dehiscence, muscle atrophy, muscle retraction, and intra- and extra-muscular 

fat accumulation and biomechanical properties can all be measured consistently.  

Different model animals have been described in the literature and used for the study of 

rotator cuff tears each with advantages and limitations. A comparative analysis of rotator cuff 

tear models has divided commonly used animal models into three groups; small animals, large 

animals, and primates. Ten species were categorized into these three groups and comparisons of 

rotator cuff muscle were reported using an architectural difference index (ADI) described by the 

authors71. The ADI score was used as an indication of how similar one species is to another when 

comparing the 4 rotator cuff muscles; the lower the score the greater the similarity to the human 

muscle characteristics71. In the study by Mathewson et al., ADI is the combination of fiber 

length-to-moment arm ratio, fiber length-to-muscle length, and the fraction of the total rotator 

cuff physiological cross-sectional area71. How an animal uses the muscle for specific functions 

changes the size and force production of the muscles of the rotator cuff. When pooling 

architectural characteristics of the rotator cuff muscles, the authors concluded that non-human 

primates were the most similar based on ADI scores, followed by small mammals including 
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mouse, rat, and rabbit71. The least similar animals were the large mammals and differences were 

attributed to gait which changes the structure and function of the rotator cuff compared to the 

shoulder joint in humans71.  

Our laboratory has previously characterized the rabbit model of rotator cuff tear and this 

project is an extension of previous work26,51,52,72. The advantages and limitations of the rabbit 

model for the study of the rotator cuff tear are described below. Rabbits have the same four 

shoulder muscles as humans although they are not in an identical orientation71. When combining 

all four muscles of the rotator cuff, the rabbit ADI score equaled approximately 5, was in the 

mid-range of similarity, but when further broken down into individual muscles, the rabbit SSP 

muscle ADI score was approximately 2 indicating a high similarity between the rabbit and 

human SSP muscles71. The rabbit is a large enough animal to reproduce the standard-of-care 

surgical techniques used in humans7,72. Rabbits also demonstrate a similar progression of 

deterioration of the SSP muscle following a complete distal SSP tendon tear including the 

development of atrophy, retraction, and fat accumulation7. The persistence of fat accumulation 

following SSP tendon reattachment mimics the clinical presentation of fat accumulation in 

humans26,51,72. These characteristics are not consistently observed in all animal models, such as 

the sheep model. Although the rabbit rotator cuff tear model presents advantages, some 

limitations were noted. First, when a tendon is detached in a healthy rabbit, no degeneration or 

disease is present as often observed in humans35. Tendon dehiscence refers to a tendon 

degenerated and diseased with ruptures induced by stretching performed at the reattachment 

surgery and commonly observed in humans who have experienced a long duration of tendon 

tear35. Second, rabbits are quadrupeds and have limited overhead reaching ability71. As such, the 

rabbit shoulder is loaded in the rabbit model while human shoulder is not an inherently loaded 
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joint35,71. Third, the SSP and infraspinatus tendons do not merge together prior to insertion into 

the humeral head as we observe in humans so a true rotator ‘cuff’ structure is not present35,71. 

Finally, rabbits have a different bony anatomy of the shoulder when compared to humans. Rabbit 

acromion is inferior to the SSP tendon and partially covers the infraspinatus and teres minor 

opposed to the acromion being directly superior to the SSP tendon35. In humans, the acromion is 

superior to the SSP tendon and can be associated with wearing and partial tears of the SSP 

tendon35. 

1.5 Previously Published Work 

The Bone and Joint Research Laboratory has previously published data using the rabbit 

model of rotator cuff tear contributing knowledge of the biological process of rotator cuff tears 

and surgical reattachment. Three separate protocols; detachment, detachment and immediate 

reattachment, and detachment and delayed reattachment, have been used to characterize SSP 

muscle changes including fat accumulation and muscle atrophy26,51,72. In the detachment only 

protocol, significant fat accumulation was measured and observed both intramuscularly and 

extramuscularly26. Increased fat was noticeable as early as 4 weeks following SSP detachment26. 

Fat accumulation continued to progress through to the last time point; 12 weeks26. Using MRI, 

authors reported quantitative data (as opposed to using the semi-quantitative Goutallier scale) 

and the extramuscular fat accumulation was three times greater than intramuscular fat 

accumulation26. Interestingly, the intramuscular fat accumulation followed an increasing 

proximal-to-distal gradient where the highest density of fat accumulation was distal and closest 

to the detachment site26. Intramuscular fat accumulation and muscle atrophy occur 

simultaneously and must be taken into account when assessing muscle volume as fat 

accumulation can mask decreased volume of myocytes26. 
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 The repair protocols were designed to determine the effect of the timing of the repair 

surgery after a complete tear. Muscle changes occurring in the SSP muscle following delayed 

and immediate surgical reattachment have been reported using computed tomography scans and 

histology methods. The SSP tendon detachment and immediate reattachment protocol also 

assessed how SSP muscle retraction, a consequence of complete SSP tendon tears, contributed to 

changes in the SSP muscle. The SSP muscle lost significant volume due to atrophy up to 2 weeks 

following immediate reattachment but had recovered after 6 weeks72. Intramuscular fat 

accumulation was consistently higher in the experimental group and became significant 1 week 

after surgical reattachment in the mid portion of the SSP muscle and significant in the whole SSP 

muscle after 6 weeks72. The intramuscular fat accumulation followed the same accumulation 

gradient where the highest density of intramuscular fat was measured closest to the tendon tear72. 

In the delayed reattachment group, the repair surgery was completed at various times after 

detachment and allowed a 12-week period of healing before harvesting. Both intra and extra-

muscular fat accumulation followed the increasing proximal-to-distal gradient as previously 

observed in the detachment only group and surgical repair did not reverse fat accumulation51. A 

progression in muscle atrophy was observed over time following delayed reattachment51.  

 The main findings from the rabbit model of rotator cuff tear include intramuscular fat 

accumulation within the SSP muscle and localized to the distal region closest to the tendon 

tear26,51,72. Intramuscular fat is present 1 week following detachment in the absence of muscle 

retraction, persisted after immediate and delayed reattachment52,72. A successful reattachment of 

the SSP tendon did not reverse the fat accumulation51,72. Fat accumulation is currently used as a 

prognostic factor to establish a patients’ eligibility for surgical repair but the pathophysiology of 

intramuscular fat accumulation is largely unknown. Elucidating the origin of this accumulation 
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may provide avenues to improve surgical repair and functional outcomes following SSP tendon 

tear. 

1.6 Vascularization of the Skeletal Muscle 

The vascularization of skeletal muscles is important for nourishing the muscle and 

eliminating metabolic waste73. The blood supply adapts during exercise, growth, development, 

and healing in response to metabolic requirements74. Vascularization is organized to allow for 

the transport and exchange of gas and solutes in various tissues including skeletal muscle74. 

From the heart, oxygenated blood is pumped through large arteries around the body75. These 

large arteries have a thick muscular layer and contribute to the active pumping of blood 

throughout the body75. As the vascularization is reaching the point where molecules are 

exchanged across its surface, the vascular wall begins to thin forming smaller arterioles75. These 

arterioles still contribute to the pumping of blood throughout the body but are much smaller in 

diameter75. The smallest form of vascular structure are capillaries which are divided into three 

distinct types: fenestrated, sinusoidal, and continuous75,76. Capillaries are very small in diameter 

and only consist of a basement membrane, endothelial cells, and pores which allow for the 

exchange of solutes and gases across the endothelial wall74,75. Moving blood back toward the 

heart, the veins will begin increasing in diameter but have a thinner smooth muscle cell layers 

when compared to arteries75. Vascularization is composed of three distinct layers of cells; tunica 

intima, tunica media, and tunica externa as shown in Figure 1.374,75. The tunica intima is the 

inner most layer of vascularization and is composed of endothelium and an internal elastic 

membrane74,75. The middle layer, tunica media, is the thickest and most variable layer of 

vascularization as it is composed of elastic fibers, connective tissue, and vascular smooth muscle 

cells74,75. Arteries have a larger smooth muscle layer compared to veins because they participate 
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in active pumping to blood throughout the body74,75. Finally, the outermost layer, the tunica 

externa is made up of connective tissue with nerves and is separated from the tunica media by 

the external basement membrane74,75. The tunica intima is the least variable component of 

vascularization, consisting in endothelial cells and present in all types of vascularization74,75. The 

tunica media and tunica externa varies in thickness due to changing smooth muscle composition 

depending on the location, size, and function of the blood vessel74,75. 

The SSP muscle is principally vascularized by the suprascapular artery entering in the 

midsection of the muscle belly as shown in Figure 1.477. Two main branches of the suprascapular 

artery diverge at the entry point into the muscle and migrate towards the distal and proximal ends 

of the SSP muscle74,77. These large branches further divide into arterioles and capillaries to 

vascularize individual muscle fibers74. The SSP tendon is vascularized by the acromial branch of 

the thoracoacromial artery with contribution from the suprascapular artery78,79. 

Muscle structure changes occurring after rotator cuff tears are significant and attributed to 

muscle disuse. While muscle atrophy can be reversed by exercise, fat accumulation is persistent 

and does not reduce following surgical reattachment72.  SSP tendon changes are not well 

understood and an increase in the vascularization of the SSP tendon following a rotator cuff tear 

was previously documented in association with the degeneration of the tendon80. Longo et al., 

conducted a study using samples from individuals who underwent arthroscopic repair of the SSP 

tendon to determine any cellular changes occurring in the tendon following a tear80. They found 

that there was an association between increased vascularity and level of tendon degeneration80. 

The changes in the vascularization of the SSP muscle in association with rotator cuff tears 

remain to be characterized. The rationale for describing the changes of the SSP vascular 

structures is to further understand the origin of adipocytes accumulating after rotator cuff tear. 
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Intramuscular fat accumulation has previously been observed with ageing, insulin resistance, 

metabolic, orthopaedic, and some neurologic conditions such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

and the potential contribution of vascularization to fat accumulation remains uncharacterized in 

those pathologies60,68.  

Vascularization has been associated with the development and proliferation of adipose 

tissue in the subcutaneous fat depot63,81. The most studied fat depots in the body include 

subcutaneous, visceral, and muscular, each with specific structural characteristics and dynamic 

changes associated with pathologies81. It has been hypothesized that adipocytes have specific 

autonomous functions that are not reliant on the depot they are placed in82. The subcutaneous 

depot is the most characterized and is associated with protective functions within the body such 

as heat retention81,82. Subcutaneous adipose tissue expansion is reliant on vascularization for 

growth and proliferation; both associated with a higher demand for oxygen and circulating fatty 

acids, and endocrine function81,82. Much remains to be understood about intramuscular fat depot 

and the mechanisms of expansion of adipose tissue. 
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Figure 1.3. Structure of vascularization. Transverse depiction of a large blood vessel showing the 

composition of the three major layers of vascular tissue; tunica intima, tunica media, and tunica 

externa. The thickness of the tunica externa and tunica media will vary depending on blood 

vessel diameter and function while the tunica intima containing the vascular endothelium, a 

monolayer of endothelial cells, is present in all sizes of vascularization. Schematic is from 

lumencandela: Blood Vessel Structure and Function83.   
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Figure 1.4. Vascularization of the human SSP muscle. An anterior view of the left shoulder is 

shown. The suprascapular artery enters the middle portion of SSP muscle and diverges in two 

main branches to provide the blood supply to the entirety of the muscle. This figure was 

modified from ‘Suprascapular neuropathy’84. 
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1.7 Purpose, Objectives, and Hypotheses 

The purpose of this study is to provide insight into the pathophysiology of intramuscular 

fat accumulation of the SSP muscle after rotator cuff tear with and without surgical reattachment. 

I investigated the structural changes of vascularization in the SSP muscle and correlated those 

with previously collected intramuscular fat data from the same specimens. The rabbit model of 

SSP tendon tear with and without surgical reattachment previously characterized in our 

laboratory was used as a model.  

1) The first objective was to quantify the vascularization of the SSP muscle following 

different durations of SSP tendon detachment with or without reattachment. To detect 

vascular structures in the SSP muscle, I used immunohistochemistry and an antibody 

specific for endothelial cells. The number of stained vascular structures was quantified in 

histology sections from three different surgical groups: SSP detachment, SSP detachment 

and immediate reattachment, and SSP detachment and delayed reattachment. 

Hypothesis: Vascularization of the SSP muscle will increase following SSP tendon 

detachment, with or without reattachment and be localized closest to the tendon tear 

where intramuscular fat was previously documented to accumulate in the SSP muscle. 

2) The second objective was to quantify the relationship between vascularization and 

intramuscular fat accumulation. Intramuscular fat data previously measured provided and 

only available for two of the three experimental groups: detachment only and detachment 

and delayed reattachment. 

Hypothesis: Vascularization and intramuscular fat will be positively correlated in the SSP 

muscle following detachment with or without delayed reattachment. 
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3) The third objective was to quantify the thickness in vascularization observed in the 

detachment and delayed reattachment group using αSMA immunohistochemistry 

Hypothesis: Thick vascularization will increase following SSP tendon detachment with 

delayed reattachment and be localized to the distal portion of the SSP muscle closest to 

the tendon tear. 
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2.0 Methods 

2.1 Source of Samples 

The rabbit model of rotator cuff tear has been previously described by The Bone and 

Joint Research Laboratory26,51,72,85,86. After obtaining institutional animal care committee 

approval (Protocol Number ME-2479) one hundred and fifty-four female New Zealand white 

rabbits (3.0 kg) were randomly assigned into three experimental groups: SSP tendon detachment 

(detachment), SSP tendon detachment and immediate reattachment (immediate reattachment), 

and SSP tendon detachment and delayed reattachment (delayed reattachment). Each group 

underwent SSP tendon detachment with or without reattachment as described below. Schematic 

of source of samples is shown in Figure 2.1. 

SSP Tendon Detachment 

SSP tendons of experimental rabbits were transected from the attachment to the humeral 

head and any remaining tendon was removed from the insertion site. The SSP tendon stump was 

wrapped in a polyvinylidene fluoride membrane (5µm, Durapore; Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA) 

to prevent spontaneous reattachment. The incision site was closed in layers and pain was 

controlled using transdermal fentanyl applied one day prior to surgery and removed four days 

following surgical detachment. Buprenorphine, an opioid, was also administered subcutaneously 

for three days post-operatively. Rabbits were not immobilized, housed individually, and provided 

free access to food and water. 

SSP Tendon Reattachment 

SSP tendons were reattached immediately or following 4, 8 or 12 weeks of detachment. 

Three 1-mm holes were drilled through the lateral aspect of the greater tuberosity and two non-

absorbable 3 – 0 prolene sutures were used to reattach the SSP tendon. To control pain, 
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transdermal fentanyl was applied one day prior to surgery and removed four days following 

surgical detachment. Buprenorphine was also administered subcutaneously for three days post-

operatively. The shoulders were not immobilized and rabbits were housed individually with free 

access to food and water. 

Collection of Specimens 

 All rabbits were sacrificed using a pentobarbital overdose and both shoulders were 

harvested en bloc avoiding dissection of the SSP muscle from the scapula or any extramuscular 

fat. Specimens were frozen at -20ºC until processing. The time points are identified as number of 

weeks following detachment + number of weeks after surgical reattachment: detachment (4, 8, 

12 weeks), immediate reattachment (0, 0+1, 0+2, 0+6 weeks), and delayed reattachment (4+12, 

8+12, 12+12 weeks). In each experimental group, the operated shoulders were placed into the 

experimental groups. Both shoulders from age matched controls were harvested to create the 

unoperated control group. Frozen SSP muscles were provided for this study and used to 

investigate the change in SSP muscle vascularization following detachment with or without 

surgical reattachment. 
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Figure 2.1. Representation of the distribution and surgical protocols for each of the three 

experimental groups. The detachment only group underwent surgical detachment of the SSP 

tendon followed by 4, 8, or 12 weeks of healing. The immediate reattachment group underwent 

SSP tendon detachment and immediate reattachment followed by 0, 1, 2, or 6 weeks of healing. 

The detachment and delayed reattachment group underwent SSP tendon detachment for 4, 8, or 

12 weeks followed by SSP tendon reattachment and 12 weeks of healing. Forty-eight age-

matched control rabbits were proportionally distributed to every time-point in each experimental 

protocol. This portion of the protocol was conducted prior to this study and whole SSP muscles 

were provided. 
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2.2 Detachment Group 

In the detachment only group, forty-five rabbits were divided into two groups; surgical 

detachment and controls. Thirty of the rabbits underwent SSP tendon detachment at the distal 

end near the footprint in alternating shoulders and were harvested in groups of ten after SSP 

tendon detachment. The groups are indicated as the number of weeks following SSP tendon 

detachment: 4 weeks, 8 weeks, and 12 weeks. The remaining fifteen rabbits had no surgical 

intervention and both shoulders were harvested at the same time points to serve as age-matched 

controls. 

2.3 Immediate Reattachment Group 

In the immediate reattachment group, fifty-five rabbits were randomly distributed into the 

surgical and control groups. In the surgical group, forty rabbits were killed in groups of ten at 

time points indicated as weeks of detachment + weeks after reattachment: 0+0 weeks, 0+1 week, 

0+2 weeks, and 0+6 weeks. The remaining fifteen rabbits did not undergo any surgical 

intervention and both shoulders were harvested in groups of five at the same time points to serve 

as age-matched controls.  

2.4 Delayed Reattachment Group 

In the delayed reattachment group, fifty-four rabbits were randomly distributed into the 

surgical and control groups. In the surgical group, thirty-six rabbits underwent SSP tendon 

detachment, described above, at the distal end of the SSP tendon and were reattached in groups 

of twelve at 4, 8, and 12 weeks following detachment. The rabbits from all three groups were 

killed in groups of twelve, 12 weeks following SSP tendon reattachment. The time points are 

indicated as weeks of detachment + weeks after reattachment: 4+12 weeks, 8+12 weeks, and 

12+12 weeks. The remaining eighteen rabbits did not undergo any surgical intervention and both 
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shoulders were harvested in groups of six at the same time points to serve as age-matched 

controls. 

2.5 Preparation of Samples 

From the collection of frozen SSP muscles, all histology samples were prepared 

following the same protocol. The SSP muscles were warmed to room temperature where 3 

sections of 2-mm thickness were harvested from the distal, middle, and proximal regions. The 

sections were then fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 48 hours, processed through 

graded alcohols and embedded in paraffin. 5-µm thick sections were then cut using a microtome 

(Leica RM2235, Concord, ON, CA) from each paraffin bloc and mounted for 

immunohistochemistry as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Experimental procedure for preparation of histology samples. Flow diagram for 

preparation, staining, and analysis of SSP muscles following harvest. SSP muscles from all three 

experimental groups undergo the same processing, staining, and analysis protocol as outlined 

above. Three 2-mm sections are taken from the distal, middle, and proximal regions of the SSP 

muscle, formalin fixed and paraffin embedded. The embedded paraffin blocks were then 

sectioned at 5µm thickness for either CD31 or αSMA immunohistochemistry. All samples were 

then imaged and analyzed. 
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2.6 Immunohistochemistry 

CD31 

 A commercially available, pre-diluted cluster of differentiation 31 (CD31) antibody 

(131M-98, Cell Marque, Rocklin, CA, USA) was used to selectively stain the CD31 epitope 

expressed in the endothelial layer of vascular structures. The protocol provided by the 

manufacturer was modified to optimize staining.  Tissue sections were deparaffinised in toluene 

and graded alcohols and underwent a heat and pressure induced epitope retrieval in a sodium 

citrate buffer (pH 9) at 110ºC for 13 minutes using an AR Histo S5 Rapid Microwave 

Histoprocessor (PALM Histology Core Facility, University of Ottawa). The sections were 

incubated with Peroxidazed 1 (Biocare Medical, Pacheco, CA, USA) to remove endogenous 

peroxidases 10 minutes. The sections were then blocked with Background Sniper (Biocare 

Medical, Pacheco, CA, USA) for 20 minutes. Tissues were incubated with the primary CD31 

antibody for one hour at room temperature. After decanting the primary antibody, the sections 

were incubated with the secondary goat-anti-mouse IgG antibody (ab6789, Abcam, Cambridge, 

UK) for 1 hour at room temperature. The sections were developed using 3, 3’-diaminobenzidine 

(Biocare Medical, Pacheco, CA, USA) for 1 to 3 minutes. The sections were then incubated with 

Mayer’s hematoxylin for 1 minute. Excess hematoxylin was removed in running water followed 

by 10 dips in acid alcohol, a rinse in water, and incubation in ammonia water for one minute. 

Sections were dehydrated by four dips in: 50%, 70%, 100%, and 100% ethanol followed by 4 

dips in toluene three times. Slides were then mounted and preserved using Permountâ (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). All staining was done using appropriate controls which 

included: positive control with human tonsil, negative control with human tonsil, and negative 
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control with SSP muscle. Negative controls correspond to incubation with Tris-buffered saline as 

a replacement for primary antibody incubation. 

 For analysis, all sections were scanned using an Aperio CS2 ScanScope (Leica 

Biosystems, Vista, CA, USA) and whole SSP muscle cross-sections were digitized. From each 

SSP muscle cross-section, seven fields of view (FOV) were randomly placed throughout the SSP 

muscle cross-section at 1X magnification as shown in Figure 2.3. FOVs each measured 0.855mm 

x 0.530mm (0.453mm2). Stained vascular structures within each FOV were manually counted.  

Vascular structures were identified using the following criteria: positive CD31 staining, one or 

more stained endothelial nuclei, and located within the intramuscular space. Thick vascular 

structures were distinguished from the total number of vascular structures and according to the 

following criteria: positive CD31 staining, vascular wall thickness greater than 15µm, and a 

diameter greater than 50µm.  

αSMA 

 Alpha smooth muscle actin (αSMA) was chosen to stain the smooth muscle cells present 

in vascular structures and to evaluate the thickness of vascular structures. Tissue sections were 

deparaffinised in toluene and graded alcohols and no epitope retrieval was required to obtain 

positive staining. The sections were incubated with Peroxidazed 1 (Biocare Medical, Pacheco, 

CA, USA) for 10 minutes to remove endogenous peroxidases and then incubated with 

Background Sniper (Biocare Medical, Pacheco, CA, USA) for 20 minutes to reduce background 

staining. The sections were then incubated with an anti-αSMA antibody (ab8717, Abcam, 

Cambridge, UK) for 1 hour at room temperature. After incubation with the primary antibody, a 

secondary goat-anti-mouse IgG antibody (ab205719, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) was incubated 

with the tissue for 1 hour at room temperature. The sections were developed using 3, 3’-
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diaminobenzidine (Biocare Medical, Pacheco, CA, USA) for 1-3 minutes. The sections were 

then incubated with Mayer’s hematoxylin for 1 minute. Excess hematoxylin was removed in 

running water followed by 10 dips in acid alcohol, a rinse in water, and incubation in ammonia 

water for one minute. Sections were then dehydrated by four dips in: 50%, 70%, 100%, and 

100% ethanol followed by 4 dips in toluene three times. Slides were then mounted and preserved 

using Permountâ (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). All staining was done using 

controls which included: positive control with human liver, negative control with human liver, 

and negative control with SSP muscle. Negative controls correspond to incubation with Tris-

buffered saline as a replacement for primary antibody incubation. 

 To analyze αSMA in each SSP muscle cross-section from the detachment and delayed 

reattachment group, a light microscope (Olympus BH-2, Tokyo) was used to visualize staining at 

33X magnification. Five FOVs were selected in each SSP muscle cross-section if they had 

positive αSMA staining in a minimum of one vascular structure. The FOVs each measured 

0.628mm x 0.471mm (0.296mm2) were captured using a Marlin G080C digital camera (Allied 

Vision Technologies) with AVT Smartview 1.5.1 software. Vascular structures were identified 

using the following criteria: positive αSMA staining, one or more stained endothelial nuclei, and 

located within the intramuscular space. The thickness of each vascular structure in each FOV 

was measured three locations and averaged using ImageJ Software (Version 1.51, US National 

Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Data is presented as average thickness of αSMA 

staining (µm) ± one standard deviation. 
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Figure 2.3. Representative distribution of 7 FOV used for CD31 immunohistochemistry analysis. 

SSP muscle section has been stained with CD31 and counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin. 

Whole SSP muscle section is at 1X magnification when 7 FOV are randomly placed throughout 

the SSP muscle. CD31 staining is not visible at 1X magnification. Vascular structures within 

each FOV were manually counted following outlined criteria. 
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2.7 Intramuscular Fat Staining and Analysis 

Intramuscular fat data from the same muscle specimens has been previously published by 

Trudel et al., and was available for the detachment, and delayed reattachment groups26,51. 

Intramuscular fat was quantified using to the following protocol. In brief, 1-mm cross-sections 

were cut from the distal, middle, and proximal regions of the SSP muscle and fixed in 10% 

neutral buffered formalin. Following formalin fixation, SSP muscle cross-sections were 

incubated in 5% potassium dichromate and 2% osmium tetroxide for two weeks, fixing 

intramuscular fat black. The SSP muscle cross-sections were then embedded in paraffin and cut 

in 6µm thick sections, mounted and imaged at 6.7X magnification. Using ImageJ software (US 

National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) the intramuscular fat content was measured in 

each SSP muscle cross-section as a percentage of total area. Data from the analysis of 

intramuscular fat staining was provided for this study for the detachment and delayed 

reattachment groups26,51. 

2.8 Statistical Analysis 

The number of vascular structures from 7 FOVs per muscle section are reported as 

median ± standard deviation. The percentage of thick vascular structures was expressed as (the 

number of thick vascular structures / total number of vascular structures) x 100 (%). To 

determine if there was a significant change in vascularization between different locations, time, 

and conditions, one-way ANOVA and unpaired t-tests were used. For detachment only group, all 

data from the operated samples was pooled over different time points and the locations and 

similarly for the control group to determine if there was a statistically significant difference using 

one-way ANOVA. If statistical significance was reached, p less than 0.05, the data was further 

subset into individual groups for time, location, and experimental group and unpaired t-tests 
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were used to determine if there was a statistically significant difference at any time point or 

location. The immediate and delayed reattachment groups were analyzed using the same 

strategy; initial step of pooling all data and application of one-way ANOVA and if significance 

measured, then identifying group differences using unpaired t-test. The same protocol for 

statistical analysis of data was used to determine if there was a statistically significant change in 

the percentage of thick vascular structures in the delayed reattachment group. A p-value of less 

than 0.05 indicated statistical significance and all data was analyzed with R Software (Version 

1.0.153). 

Pearson correlations were used to determine if a significant correlation existed between 

the number of vascular structures and intramuscular fat accumulation. Previously published 

intramuscular fat data was matched with vascularization data from the same muscle and if either 

portion of data was missing from a specimen, the specimen was excluded from the analysis. 

First, the data was analyzed by pooling experimental groups over time and location and similarly 

for corresponding controls. The relationship between intramuscular fat accumulation and 

vascularization was evaluated through Pearson correlations. If the pooled group reached 

statistical significance, the group was further divided into locations while pooling over time 

points. A p-value of less than 0.05 indicated statistical significance and all data was analyzed 

using R Software (Version 1.0.153). 

To analyze the thickness of vascular structures in the detachment and delayed reattachment 

group the 5 FOVs per muscle section were reported as average thickness ± standard deviation. 

Vascular thickness is not consistent between locations in the skeletal muscles therefore muscle 

locations were not compared. A one-way ANOVA was used to determine if statistically 

significant differences in vascular thickness were present between experimental groups and times 
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within a given location. If statistical significance was reached unpaired t-tests were used to 

determine the location of significance. Statistical significance was reached when the p-value was 

less than 0.05. 
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3.0 Results 

3.1 Vascular Density 

The first step to quantify SSP muscle vascular density was to optimize the CD31 

immunohistochemistry protocol. This was done by altering three main steps of the 

immunohistochemistry protocol; antigen retrieval, primary antibody incubation, and secondary 

antibody incubation. Modifications included changing the pH, concentration, duration, 

temperature, and pressure at which each step is carried out. The protocol yielding the most 

specific and intense staining included an antigen retrieval step at pH 9 in a sodium citrate buffer 

at 110ºC for 13 minutes in a pressurized environment. This was followed by incubation with a 

clinical pre-diluted CD31 antibody (131M-98, Cell Marque, Rocklin, CA, USA) for 1 hour at 

room temperature. Tissue sections were then incubated with the secondary goat anti-mouse IgG 

(ab6789, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) for 1 hour at room temperature. Specificity of this staining 

was demonstrated by omitting incubation with the primary antibody in SSP muscle sections as 

well as for human tonsil sections as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Histology sections from SSP detachment, immediate reattachment, and delayed 

reattachment groups were examined to assess changes in number of CD31 stained vascular 

structures of the SSP muscle. Brown CD31 stained vascular structures were visible in SSP 

muscle sections of all three experimental groups (Figures 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6, Panels A to F). Each 

panel represents a FOV used to count the blood vessels. In the detachment group the distal 

portion of the SSP muscle had an elevated vascular density that reached statistical significance 

12 weeks after detachment (4.78±2.49 vs 2.44±0.088 vascular structures; p=0.024) when 

compared to control SSP muscles (Figure 3.3). Representative histology images for the 

immediate reattachment groups are presented in Figure 3.4 and quantitative analysis is presented 
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in Figure 3.5. The median number of vascular structures observed in the immediate reattachment 

group was consistent over time (p=0.601), location (p=0.560), and with control specimens 

(p=0.0620). Images of SSP muscle sections from the delayed reattachment groups and controls 

are presented in Figure 3.6 and the quantitative analysis in Figure 3.7. The number of blood 

vessels in the delayed reattachment group was similar in the regions of the SSP muscle 

(p=0.385), over time (p=0.783), and not statistically significant from control specimens 

(p=0.696, Figure 3.7).  

Blood vessels with thick vascular walls appeared in some sections, primarily in the 

detachment and delayed reattachment group. Thick vascular structures were characterized by:  

positive CD31 staining, vascular wall thickness greater than 15µm, and a diameter greater than 

50µm. Blood vessels with thick vascular walls were observed in the delayed reattachment group 

(Figure 3.6, Panels A, B C, and D). An increase in thick vascular structures was not observed in 

the detachment only or the immediate reattachment groups. There was a higher mean percentage 

of thick vascular structures in SSP muscles after delayed tendon reattachment in seven of the 

nine time-points and locations when compared to controls but not statistically significant in most 

groups (Figure 3.7, and Table 3.1). Statistical significance was reached in the 4+12 week group 

in the distal region of the SSP muscle compared to controls (p=0.025, Table 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1. CD31 immunhistochemical staining of vascularization in the SSP muscle and human 

tonsil. Verification of CD31 immunohistochemistry using SSP muscle cross-sections (A, C) and 

human tonsil (B, D). Negative controls were not incubated with the primary antibody to verify 

specificity of the CD31 staining. Positive CD31 staining is brown. Human tonsil was used as a 

positive control because antibody had been verified in this tissue. All samples were 

counterstained with hematoxylin staining nuclei blue. Original magnification is 33X and scale 

bars indicate 50µm. 
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Figure 3.2. FOVs of SSP muscle after SSP tendon detachment.  Panels A-F: micrographs of 

entire FOV from sagittal sections of the SSP muscle at distal and proximal regions 4 and 12 

weeks after SSP tendon detachment. Vascular structures (black arrows) were stained with a 

CD31 antibody (brown) and counterstained with hematoxylin (blue). Distal SSP muscle sections 

(A, C) showed more vascular structures at 4 weeks after detachment compared to proximal 

sections (B, D) of the same SSP muscle and compared to sections from the control groups (E, F) 

but was not statistically significant. Original magnification is 20X and scale bars indicate 100µm. 
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Figure 3.3. Median number of vascular structures in the detachment group. The median number 

of vascular structures of 7 FOVs was averaged for every group and the graph shows the median 

number of vascular structures ± one standard deviation. More vascular structures were found in 

the distal SSP muscle 12 weeks after SSP tendon detachment when compared to age-matched 

controls (p=0.024). Statistical significance is when p is less than 0.05 and is indicated by ‘*’. 
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Figure 3.4. FOVs of SSP muscles after detachment and immediate reattachment.  Micrographs of 

entire FOV of sagittal sections of distal and proximal regions of the SSP muscle reattachment 

group at 0+1 (A, B) and 0+6 weeks (C, D) and age-matched controls (E, F). Vascular structures 

stained with a CD31 antibody (brown and indicated with arrows) and myocytes stained with 

hematoxylin (blue). Original magnification is 20X and scale bars indicate 100µm. 
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Figure 3.5. Median number of vascular structures found in the detachment and immediate 

reattachment group. The median number of vascular structures of 7 FOVs was averaged for 

every group and the graph shows the median number of vascular structures ± one standard 

deviation. There was no statistically significant difference between experimental and controls 

groups at any time point or location. 
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Figure 3.6. FOVs of SSP muscles 12 weeks after surgical reattachment.  Micrographs of entire 

FOV of sagittal sections of distal and proximal regions of the SSP muscle reattachment groups at 

4+12 (A, B) and 12+12 weeks (C, D) and age-matched controls (E, F). Vascular structures 

stained with a CD31 antibody (brown and indicated with arrows) and myocytes stained with 

hematoxylin (blue). Some vascular structures with thick walls (indicated with thick arrows) were 

observed in the reattachment groups (A,B,C,D) but not in controls (E,F). Original magnification 

is 20X and scale bars indicate 100µm.  
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Figure 3.7. Median number of vascular structures found in the delayed reattachment group. The 

median number of vascular structures of 7 FOVs was averaged for every group and the graph 

shows the median number of vascular structures ± one standard deviation. There was no 

statistically significant difference in the number of blood vessels between experimental groups 

and locations. 
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Distal Middle Proximal 

4 
Weeks 

8 
Weeks 

12 
Weeks 

4 
Weeks 

8 
Weeks 

12 
Weeks 

4 
Weeks 

8 
Weeks 

12 
Weeks 

Detachment 0 0.300 1.509 0.286 0.658 1.157 1.080 2.794 3.298 
Control 0 0.463 0 0 3.102 3.662 4.019 1.405 1.740 
p-value 1.000 0.773 0.128 0.343 0.290 0.265 0.118 0.197 0.353 

 

 
Distal Middle Proximal 

4+12 
Weeks 

8+12 
Weeks 

12+12 
Weeks 

4+12 
Weeks 

8+12 
Weeks 

12+12 
Weeks 

4+12 
Weeks 

8+12 
Weeks 

12+12 
Weeks 

Reattachment 6.001 3.248 7.172 6.700 7.393 9.199 4.382 5.109 3.343 
Control 0.463 4.253 1.740 3.861 5.364 11.444 2.764 2.633 2.914 
p-value 0.025* 0.604 0.249 0.347 0.724 0.721 0.446 0.299 0.806 

 

Table 3.1. Percentage of vascular structures with thick vascular walls in the detachment and 

delayed reattachment SSP groups for all time points and muscle locations. Vascular structures 

were counted as thick when they met the following criteria: positive CD31 staining, greater than 

15µm vascular wall thickness, and a diameter of 50µm or larger. The number of thick vascular 

structures / total number of vascular structures for each FOV are presented with p-values. 

Statistical significant is reached when p is less than 0.05 and is indicated by ‘*’. 
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3.2 Intramuscular Fat 

The intramuscular fat content from the detachment only and detachment and delayed 

reattachment group from the same specimens was previously reported and representative 

micrographs of osmium tetroxide stained SSP cross-sections are presented in Figure 3.826,51. The 

intramuscular fat stained in black was more prominent in the distal portion of the SSP muscle 12 

weeks after detachment. Proximal and middle sections of the SSP muscle showed lower 

intramuscular fat compared to detached distal sections. The intramuscular fat accumulation was 

previously characterized in the same specimen corresponded to a gradient from high levels of 

intramuscular fat in the distal end where the SSP tendon was detached to low intramuscular fat 

content at the proximal end of the SSP muscle26. Similarly, increased fat was observed in the 

distal portion of the SSP muscles from the reattachment groups (Figure 3.8) and progressed over 

time51. The intramuscular fat data was not available for the immediate reattachment group. 
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Figure 3.8. Micrographs of entire SSP muscle cross sections fixed with osmium tetroxide from 

the detachment only and detachment and delayed reattachment groups. Fat accumulation was 

more pronounced in the distal section of the SSP muscle after detachment and statistically 

significant at 12 weeks after detachment when compared to controls. After detachment, the 

progressive fat accumulation in the distal region of the SSP muscle was not reversed by surgical 

reattachment as shown in the 4+12 and 12+12 SSP muscle cross-sections. Unoperated control 

specimens showed low intramuscular fat that was comparable to intramuscular fat accumulation 

in the proximal region of the SSP muscle (data not shown). Original magnification is 6.7X. 
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3.3 Vascular Density and Intramuscular Fat Association 

Linear models were fit to the data from the detachment and delayed reattachment groups 

to determine if correlations between the number of vascular structures and intramuscular fat were 

statistically significant. In the first analysis, samples were pooled over time and distal, middle, 

and proximal regions of the SSP muscle for each of the detachment and control groups. Blood 

vessel numbers and corresponding intramuscular fat content for the detachment only group was 

plotted and results from the linear model fit to data had a Pearson correlation coefficient of 

0.2935 that was statistically significant (p=0.0078, Figure 3.9, Table 3.2). No statistically 

significant correlation was measured for the control group (-0.1986, p=0.11, Figure 3.9, Table 

3.2).  

In the second analysis, the data from the detachment group was divided into distal, 

middle, and proximal regions of the SSP muscle to determine if the association between 

intramuscular fat and vascularization was localized to a specific region and plots are presented in 

Figure 3.10. Results from the linear regression analysis of the number of vascular structures and 

corresponding intramuscular fat showed no significant correlation for detachment or control 

groups when divided into location (distal p=0.092, middle p=0.058, proximal p=0.936, Figure 

3.10, Table 3.2).  

An analysis of blood vessel number and intramuscular fat content was conducted for the 

delayed reattachment group and data was pooled over time and distal, middle and proximal 

regions and similarly for controls. Plotted data and linear regressions are presented in Figure 

3.11. Neither control nor detachment groups showed a statistically significant correlation 

between number of vascular structures and intramuscular fat content (p=0.645, Table 3.2).   
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Figure 3.9. Correlation graphs of vascular structure medians and corresponding intramuscular fat 

accumulation following SSP tendon detachment. Detachment and control values were pooled 

over time (4, 8, 12 weeks) and SSP muscle location (distal, middle, proximal). The Pearson 

correlation coefficient was significant for the pooled detachment group (0.2935, p=0.0078). No 

significant correlation was found in the control group (-0.1986, p=0.1072). Exact p-values and 

Pearson correlation coefficients are reported in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.10. Correlation graphs of blood vessel number and intramuscular fat content for 

detachment groups; distal, middle, and proximal regions of the SSP muscle. A linear model was 

fit to each data set and Pearson correlation coefficients as well as p-values are reported in Table 

3.2. No statistical significance was measured at any muscle location and all p-values were greater 

than 0.05.  
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Figure 3.11. Correlation between vascularization and intramuscular fat after SSP tendon 

detachment and immediate reattachment and age-matched controls. Data from muscle regions 

(distal, middle, and proximal) and time points (4+12, 8+12 and 12+12 weeks) were pooled for 

each respective graph. There was no significant correlation between vascular density and 

intramuscular fat 12 weeks after SSP tendon reattachment. Exact p-values and Pearson 

correlation coefficients are reported in Table 3.2. 
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Comparison Pearson Correlation Coefficient p-value n 

Detachment Group 

Control -0.1986 0.107 67 
Experimental 0.2935 0.008* 84 

Experimental Distal 0.6496 0.092 27 
Experimental Middle 0.3762 0.058 26 

Experimental Proximal 0.0160 0.936 28 

Reattachment Group Control -0.0527 0.665 70 
Experimental 0.0552 0.645 72 

 

Table 3.2. Pearson correlation coefficients and exact p-values for all comparisons of vascular 

structure numbers and corresponding intramuscular fat content from all groups. Pearson 

correlation coefficients, exact p-values, and sample sizes for each group are indicated. Statistical 

significance was reached when p was less than 0.05 and is indicated by ‘*’. 
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3.4 Vascular Thickness 

The observation of some blood vessels with increased vascular thickness in the delayed 

reattachment group prompted further investigation and the measurements of tunica media 

thickness. The smooth muscle layer of the blood vessels was stained with aSMA. To begin, the 

protocol for aSMA had to be optimized and specificity was demonstrated as shown in Figure 

3.12. By varying the primary and secondary antibody concentrations and incubation times, 

staining was optimized and specificity confirmed. In the protocol used, antigen retrieval was not 

required to generate positive aSMA staining. Tissue sections were incubated with the primary 

anti-aSMA antibody (ab8717, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) at room temperature for 1 hour. The 

secondary goat-anti-mouse IgG antibody (ab205719, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) was added for 1 

hour at room temperature. To verify specificity of staining, the primary antibody was omitted 

from the protocol when staining SSP muscle sections and using a control tissue of human liver, 

representative images are shown in Figure 3.12. Increased thickness of some blood vessel walls 

was observed in experimental SSP muscle sections when compared to unoperated controls 

(Figure 3.13, Panel A, B, C, and D). Statistical significance was reached in the distal region at 

4+12 weeks (p=0.012) and 12+12 weeks (p=0.012) and in the proximal region at 4+12 weeks 

(p=0.024) when compared to age-matched controls (Figure 3.14, Table 3.3). There was no 

statistically significant difference in the thickness of vascularization in the middle region of the 

SSP muscle following delayed reattachment (4+12 weeks p=0.344, 8+12 weeks p=0.160, 12+12 

weeks p=0.607). Average vascular thickness and exact p-values are shown in Table 3.3. 
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Figure 3.12. aSMA immunhistochemical staining of vascularization in the SSP muscle and 

human liver. Specificity of aSMA staining was demonstrated using SSP muscle cross-sections 

(A, C) and human liver tissue sections (B, D) by omitting the primary antibody incubation step in 

negative controls (C, D). Tissue sections from human liver were used as positive controls and 

aSMA was visible in brown. All samples were counterstained with hematoxylin staining nuclei 

blue. Original magnification is 33X and scale bars indicate 50µm. 
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Figure 3.13. FOVs of aSMA staining in SSP muscles 12 weeks after surgical reattachment. 

Micrographs of entire FOV of sagittal sections of the distal and proximal regions of the SSP 

muscle reattachment group at 4+12 (A, B) and 12+12 weeks (C, D) and age-matched controls (E, 

F). Vascular structures stained with a αSMA antibody (brown and indicated with arrows) and 

nuclei stained with hematoxylin (blue). Original magnification is 33X and scale bars indicate 

50µm.  
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Figure 3.14. The average thickness of the vascularization in the delayed reattachment group. 

Graph shows average thickness of vascular walls for each group ± one standard deviation. The 

thickness of the same vessel was measured at 3 locations and averages are reported.  Statistical 

significance was reached if the p-value was less than 0.05 is indicated by ‘*’. 
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Distal Middle Proximal 

4+12 
Weeks 

8+12 
Weeks 

12+12 
Weeks 

4+12 
Weeks 

8+12 
Weeks 

12+12 
Weeks 

4+12 
Weeks 

8+12 
Weeks 

12+12 
Weeks 

Delayed 
Reattachment 7.667 6.718 6.834 13.124 11.525 13.112 7.763 6.062 5.914 

Control 6.182 6.591 5.304 11.553 13.890 14.473 5.980 7.244 6.264 
p-value 0.012* 0.968 0.012* 0.344 0.160 0.607 0.024* 0.070 0.584 

 

Table 3.3. Average thickness (µm) of vascular walls in the delayed reattachment groups. 

Thickness of a vascular structure was measured at three sites for each blood vessel and averaged 

between all vessels present in an FOV. The average thickness (µm) is presented for each time-

point and location within the SSP muscle with age-matched controls and exact p-values. A p-

value less than 0.05 is indicated by *. 
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4.0 Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to characterize the vascularization of rotator cuff tears with 

and without surgical reattachment to contribute to the understanding of intramuscular fat 

accumulation. To achieve this, three experimental protocols of rotator cuff tear were studied; 

SSP tendon detachment, SSP tendon detachment and immediate reattachment, and SSP tendon 

detachment and delayed reattachment. Using CD31 immunohistochemistry, I examined the 

vascular density in tissue sections of the SSP muscle in three locations and at different times 

after detachment with or without reattachment. First, I will summarize my findings. A transient 

and localized increase in the number of blood vessels was observed only in the detachment 

group. The increase in vascular structures was localized in the distal portion of the SSP muscle 

near the site of tendon detachment. The increase in blood vessel number was not observed in the 

immediate or delayed reattachment groups. When quantifying the vascular density of the three 

experimental groups under the microscope, I observed blood vessels with thick vascular walls in 

specimens from the delayed reattachment group. The increased medial thickness of vessels was 

quantitated using immunohistochemistry and an antibody to detect αSMA of the medial layer of 

vascularization. There was a significant increase in medial thickness of the vascular structures in 

the delayed reattachment group in the distal and proximal regions. Lastly, the association 

between intramuscular fat and vascularization was significant in the detachment only group 

when data was pooled over time and location. No significant correlation was observed when data 

was subset into muscle locations after detachment or in the delayed reattachment group. 

4.1 Vascular Density and Intramuscular Fat Accumulation 

The first hypothesis was partially confirmed; vascular density was increased in the distal 

portion of the SSP muscle reaching statistical significance only at 12 weeks of tendon 
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detachment. At earlier time points, 4 and 8 weeks, there was an increase in vascular density 

when experimental specimens were compared to the control specimens but did not reach 

statistical significance. Intramuscular fat accumulation measured in the same specimens was 

significantly different when compared to control groups as early as 4 weeks following SSP 

tendon detachment and continued increasing through 12 weeks of detachment26. The significant 

increases in intramuscular fat and vascularization co-localized in the distal end of the muscle 

after 12 weeks of detachment only and not earlier after detachment26. The increase in 

intramuscular fat preceded the increase in vascular density in the experimental model of SSP 

tendon detachment without reattachment26. Overall, the locations of intramuscular fat and 

vascularization increases co-localized in the distal end of the SSP muscle but occurred at 

different times after tendon detachment. 

When the SSP tendon was immediately repaired following detachment, no significant 

increase in vascular density was measured at any time point or location. Using the same 

specimens, a previous study reported an increase in intramuscular fat accumulation in the middle 

region of the muscle 1 week following immediate reattachment72. Two weeks following 

immediate reattachment of the SSP tendon the distal portion of the SSP muscle had a significant 

increase in intramuscular fat and 6 weeks after reattachment, the whole SSP muscle had a 

significantly increased intramuscular fat content when compared to controls72. Overall, previous 

results from the immediate reattachment studies indicate that intramuscular fat persisted in the 

absence of muscle retraction; achieved by immediately reattaching the tendon after sectioning72. 

I measured no significant increase in the number of vascular structures in the reattached muscles 

while intramuscular fat accumulation was previously documented in the same SSP muscles.  
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Therefore, my first hypothesis was not supported with regards to the immediate reattachment of 

the SSP muscle. 

In the delayed reattachment group, there was no statistically significant increase in 

vascularization measured at any time point or location. The previously published data on 

intramuscular fat accumulation after delayed reattachment reported a significant increase in 

intramuscular fat measured after a 12-week healing period51.  From the previous experiment in 

the distal regions, all time points 4+12, 8+12, and 12+12 weeks showed a statistically significant 

increase in intramuscular fat when compared to controls51. In the middle and proximal regions of 

the SSP muscle, only later time points, 8+12 and 12+12 weeks, showed an increase in 

intramuscular fat when compared to controls51. The first hypothesis was not verified with regards 

to the delayed reattachment group as vascularization did not significantly increase while 

intramuscular fat increased at all time points. 

Our data is indicative of the dynamic nature of muscle vascularization in response to SSP 

tendon detachment with or without reattachment. Increased vascular density was limited to the 

distal portion of the muscle near the tendon detachment site at 4 weeks. There is a possibility that 

vascular changes could have occurred earlier than 4 weeks and would have preceded the 

intramuscular fat increase. Additional experiments including harvesting SSP muscle sections 

earlier than 4 weeks after detachment must be performed to test this possibility. The 

experimental protocol used to detach the SSP tendon; the sectioning of the distal SSP tendon, 

induced a response aimed at repairing the injury. The immediate response to injury was not 

studied in the project and for this reason, the earliest time point was set at 4 weeks after 

detachment.  
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The development of new blood vessels, angiogenesis, is a dynamic process that is highly 

regulated after tissue injury54,73. The tissue response includes early changes in blood flow, 

permeability and vascularization54,87,88. Initially, blood vessels near the injured area will dilate to 

allow for the delivery of blood factors to the site of injury, initiating the healing process and can 

persist for up to one week89. Blood vessels will also become more permeable to distribute 

nutrients and blood components at a faster rate54,90. Later after the injury, angiogenesis will occur 

and small vessels will develop to assist the repair process54,90. Vascular flow, permeability, and 

growth are controlled by soluble growth factors, membrane-bound proteins, and cell-to-cell 

interactions acting in concert to promote the elimination of damaged tissue and regenerate 

healthy tissues73. The fast changes in vascular properties are mediated by compounds such as 

histamines that promote vascular differentiation, remodeling, and overall increase in 

vascularization of the affected area54. In humans, remodelling of vascularization begins 

approximately 4 to 5 days after injury and continues until 23 days after injury in skeletal 

muscle90. Using a highly-regulated system to control vascularization allows the body to respond 

to injury including tendon tear54,73,88,89,91. An increase in the vascular density of the SSP tendon 

has been observed in ruptured SSP tendons samples harvested at the time of arthroscopic 

repair80. The mechanisms of tendon repair have been described in the Achilles tendon tear with 

emphasis on later events rather than immediate response to tear89. Some of the growth factors 

involved in angiogenesis are vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth 

factor, and leptin73,88. These factors will promote the growth of vascularization but are also 

involved in controlling the inflammatory and immune response89. Of importance for the rotator 

cuff, VEGF was reported to be upregulated following a complete rotator cuff tear and was 

suggested to play an important role in the degenerative process of the tendon92. Savitskaya et al., 
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also described the muscle response to tendon injury92. An increase in angiogenesis was measured 

and associated with an attempt to heal the trauma that has occurred in the attached tendon6,93. 

The timing of angiogenesis occurring in the SSP tendon after a complete tear remains to be 

characterized in the rabbit model and the contribution to muscle changes including fat 

accumulation have not yet been documented. The timeline studied the current experiments are 

measured in weeks whereas the trajectory of rotator cuff tear is not well documented. Events 

occurring early following a tear are not well described because patients do not seek medical 

attention until they become symptomatic37–39.  

In the rabbit model of rotator cuff tear, the SSP tendon response to injury is likely to involve 

the thoracoacromial artery and the suprascapular artery; the main blood vessels contributing to 

the blood supply of the distal SSP tendon78,79. Cook et al. showed that in the patellar tendon, 

neovascularization increased pain during loading of the joint94. In the context of human rotator 

cuff tears, Lakemeier et al., showed that increased vascular density can accelerate tendon 

degeneration by weakening the functional structure of the tendon93. Using biopsies harvested 

from patients undergoing surgical repair of a full-thickness SSP tendon tear, Lakemeier et al., 

quantified the change in vascular density in the SSP tendon using histology and described the 

relationship between vascularization and other markers for tendon degeneration such as fat 

accumulation and muscle atrophy93. Increased vascularization of tendons has been shown to 

contribute to pain and loss of function while being required for cell proliferation associated with 

healing. Results from those studies support a role for the vascular system in the early and late 

phases of the repair process of the rotator cuff tear as well as in the degeneration observed over 

time after tear. Our findings add to previous observations on the pathophysiology of rotator cuff 

tears. Both intramuscular fat accumulation and vascular changes co-localized in the distal portion 
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of the SSP muscle near the site of tendon detachment whereas changes were not notable in the 

middle and proximal regions of the SSP muscle.  

Unexpectedly, surgical reattachment performed immediately after tendon detachment or at 4, 

8, or 12 weeks after detachment did not change the number of vascular structures in the SSP 

muscle.  The lack of vascular change in reattached specimens could be attributed to the 

restoration of tendon continuity and tensile strength of the SSP muscle and tendon. Our results 

suggest that the lack of mechanical stimulation in the detachment only group signal angiogenesis 

in the SSP muscle. As observed in muscle and bone, tendon is a mechanoresponsive tissue 

responding to the transfer of forces which are important to maintain the functional arrangement 

of its component cells18. When tendons are detached for an extended period of time, they 

degenerate because they are no longer mechanically stimulated by muscles5. Degeneration is 

expected to occur in the detachment only group since in detached muscles, no forces are 

transmitted to the tendon from the muscle. In the immediate reattachment group, tendon / bone 

interface is disrupted while maintaining tension in muscle and tendon by re-attachment. The 

immediate reattachment of the SSP tendon allows for forces to travel through the SSP 

musculotendinous unit. The maintenance forces and muscle stretching may prevent the triggering 

of angiogenesis in the tendon and muscle. In the delayed reattachment group, tendon to bone 

continuity is disrupted and the muscle retracts prior to surgical reattachment. Changes in 

vascularization could have occurred before the end of the healing period of 12 weeks following 

surgical reattachment but the current study was not designed to measure the timing of vascular 

changes and muscle atrophy.   

Our results indicate that the persistence of intramuscular fat observed in reattachment groups 

is likely to involve mechanisms other than an increase in vascular density. Precursor cells for 
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skeletal muscle adipocytes have previously been identified and in some cases, their 

differentiation does not require vascularization95. For example, Gregory et al. have shown that 

adipocytes cultured in vitro, can develop in skeletal muscle cells originating from non-

hematopoietic mesenchymal stem cells of the bone marrow and in the absence of 

vascularization95. Of specific interest in this study is the potential contribution of pericytes, 

FAPs, and SCs to the increase in intramuscular fat. The roles different progenitor cells play in 

intramuscular fat accumulation will be addressed later in the discussion. The cellular sources of 

skeletal muscle adipocytes accumulating in SSP muscle following SSP tendon detachment 

remains to be established.  

 During quantification of vascular density in the delayed reattachment group, I observed 

blood vessels with thick vascular walls in SSP muscle sections from the delayed reattachment 

group. The first method used to quantify the thickness of vessels walls was 

immunohistochemistry performed using CD31 stained specimens. The number of blood vessels 

with thick walls over the total number of blood vessels was reported as a percentage. An 

increased percentage of thick vascular structures was observed in the distal portion of the SSP 

muscle following 4 weeks of SSP tendon detachment plus 12 weeks after surgical reattachment. 

The increased vessel wall thickness was initially attributed to the smooth muscle layer and in 

subsequent experiments confirmed by staining with an antibody specific for actin of the α-

smooth muscle cells where the average thickness of the medial layer of vascularization was 

measured. The observation of increased thickness partially confirmed our third hypothesis of an 

increase in vascular thickness localized to the distal portion of the SSP muscle closest to the 

tendon tear site. The increase in medial thickness was not limited to the distal portion of the SSP 

muscle at 4+12 and 12+12 weeks and was also significant in the proximal region of the SSP 
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muscle at 4+12 weeks of delayed reattachment. The middle region of the SSP muscle showed 

increased medial thickness in both the delayed reattachment and control specimens which aligns 

with the known anatomy of vascularization in the SSP muscle. The suprascapular artery enters in 

the middle region of the SSP muscle with the largest blood vessels and diverges to the distal and 

proximal region74. Thick vascular structures are normally found in the middle location and 

decrease in size as vascularization migrates toward the distal and proximal ends of the SSP 

muscle.  

Vascular structures with increased thickness of the sub-endothelial layer were only 

observed in the delayed reattachment group. Vascular thickening has previously been described 

in association with hypertension and ageing but little is known about consequences on muscle 

physiology and pathology61. Vascular thickening is a natural occurrence during the ageing 

process where the medial thickness doubles in size between the 20 and 90 years of age in healthy 

individuals whereas patients suffering from hypertension will see a more pronounced increase in 

medial thickness over the same time period61. It has also been reported that increased vascular 

thickness can decrease vascular compliance, preventing proper secretory function of 

vascularization, potentially impacting fat accumulation61,96. Blood solutes are passed through the 

vascular endothelium through fenestrations between cells61,96. Medial thickening increases the 

permeability of the vascular endothelium and as a consequence alters the diffusion of soluble 

blood components during blood vessel contraction61,96. Pericytes, progenitors for adipocytes or 

skeletal myocytes, can accumulate in the sub-endothelial space and potentially contribute to 

intramuscular fat accumulation by migrating into the intramuscular space64,66,97. In addition, 

Birbrair et al., have shown that, following skeletal muscle injury in a mouse model pericytes 

resident in vascularization will differentiate into intramuscular adipocytes64. In the current 
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animal model of rotator cuff tear, focused on early time points and therefore acute inflammation, 

the surgical detachment could be responsible for the initial increase in vascularization while 

chronic inflammation, persisting after surgical reattachment, could be responsible for the 

increased vascular thickness61,98. Our observation of increased vascular wall thickness in 

association with healing of SSP tendon detachment after surgical reattachment warrants further 

investigation into the consequences of vascular thickening in the context of tendon and muscle 

changes associated with rotator cuff tear. 

4.2 Supraspinatus Muscle Vascularization and Association with Intramuscular Fat 

The second objective was to quantify the relationship between intramuscular fat 

accumulation and vascularization following SSP tendon detachment with or without surgical 

reattachment. Changes in SSP muscle vascularization were analyzed in the context of 

intramuscular fat accumulation using data previously published from the detachment only and 

delayed reattachment groups26,51. Data was not available for the detachment and immediate 

reattachment group. Results from the correlation analysis partially confirmed our hypotheses: 

following SSP tendon detachment increased vascularization of the SSP muscle was significantly 

correlated with intramuscular fat accumulation. No significant correlation was observed in the 

delayed reattachment group; intramuscular fat increased while the number of vascular structures 

returned to control values. The cascade of events, cellular and molecular participants all leading 

to intramuscular accumulation remain to be elucidated. In the current study, we measured 

increased vascular density and suggested a potential contribution to fat accumulation in the SSP 

muscle.  

Published data on fat depots, other than the intramuscular depot, have described how 

adipocytes rely on free fatty acids and soluble blood components in vascularization to develop 
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and proliferate66,99. Potential mechanisms include the participation of FAPs55. FAPs are resident 

progenitor cells found in healthy adult skeletal muscle with the potential to differentiate into 

adipocytes or fibroblasts and are found neighbouring vascularization55,56,67. Following acute 

skeletal muscle injury in a mouse model, early FAP proliferation was observed and occurred 

prior to SCs proliferation67.  As such, FAPs will fill the space between myofibers. If the 

myogenic differentiation is efficient and repairing the injured muscle, then FAPs will return to 

the dormant state55,67. If the myogenic differentiation is not efficient, then FAPs will differentiate 

into adipocytes and fibroblasts preventing muscle regeneration55,67. Liu et al., used a transgenic 

mouse model in which specimens underwent infraspinatus and SSP tendon transection to 

determine the origin of intramuscular fat100. These authors found that following a massive rotator 

cuff tear, 96% of cells expressing adipogenic markers in the SSP muscle were also expressing 

markers consistent with FAP progenitor cells100. Previous studies have provided evidence for 

FAP cells resident in skeletal muscles contributing to intramuscular fat accumulation following 

rotator cuff tears in a mouse model55,67,101. 

The mechanisms by which vascularization could contribute to intramuscular fat accumulation 

include pericytes, the contractile cells in vascular walls, which have been characterized as 

progenitors for adipocytes and myocytes in mouse models of muscle injury64. Some authors have 

found that pericytes accumulate in the endothelial space of developing vascular structures and 

differentiate into adipocytes and myocytes following muscle injury64,66,97. Two types of 

pericytes, both found in the tunica media layer of vascularization, have been characterized in the 

literature. In vitro experiments have shown that type 1 pericytes participated in fat accumulation 

while type 2 pericytes were associated with muscle regeneration64. Birbriar et al., have shown 

that by isolating type 1 and type 2 pericytes and culturing the isolated lineages in adipogenic 
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induction medium only type 1 pericytes are capable of differentiating into adipocytes64. It has 

been shown that in response to muscle injury type 1 and type 2 pericytes will become committed 

to their differentiation pathways; adipogenic or myogenic73. Aside from the role pericytes play in 

fat accumulation, they have also been shown to be associated with endothelial 

proliferation64,65,97. Another mechanism by which newly formed muscle vascularization could 

contribute to fat accumulation was proposed by Medici et al102. These authors identified vascular 

endothelial cells that can be converted into multipotent stem-like cells, progenitors for 

adipocytes102. These mechanisms were first noted in a mouse model when cartilage and bone 

exhibited endothelial markers102. Medici et al., isolated mouse endothelial cells and found that in 

the presence of growth factors expressed in all white blood cells, such as transforming growth 

factor, the endothelial cells could transform into stem-like cells with the ability to differentiate 

into adipocytes102. The relationship between vascularization and intramuscular fat we report is 

consistent with these outlined mechanisms. The sources of adipocytes contributing to increased 

intramuscular fat after tendon tear remains to be determined, including the potential contribution 

of mesenchymal stem cells residing in muscles with the capacity to differentiate into adipocytes 

upon muscle damage102–104. 

Results from our study and correlation analysis indicated that blood vessel increase 

contributed to intramuscular fat accumulation. Mechanisms other than increase in blood vessel 

density must contribute to the development and proliferation of intramuscular fat following 

rotator cuff tears. One potential contributor to fat proliferation is SCs56,87,91. SCs are resident in 

healthy skeletal muscle and upon damage, they can activate and proliferate into 

myocytes56,87,91,104. Although the primary function of SCs is to differentiate into myocytes in 

skeletal muscle, SCs can differentiate into adipocytes under certain conditions including the 
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presence of insulin56. The ability of SCs to differentiate into adipocytes may contribute to 

intramuscular fat accumulation following rotator cuff tears56,87,91,104. 

4.3 Limitations 

This study has limitations associated with the chosen animal model, methodology used, 

and application to the clinical presentation of rotator cuff tears. First, the animal model 

imperfectly represents clinical rotator cuff disease: rabbits are quadrupeds and tendons were not 

degenerated after detachment and when analyzed35. Second, we only studied a complete 

detachment of the SSP tendon and the conclusions may not apply to partial tears. Thirdly, the 

observations are limited to at most 12 weeks following tendon detachment and 12 weeks after 

surgical reattachment; longer follow up times remain to be characterized35.  Finally, the surgical 

cut of the SSP tendon is different than a tissue tear potentially evoking different mechanisms of 

repair. The overall sample size was large but multiple conditions of intervention, duration and 

control groups have reduced the statistical power to assess vascularization in groups.  

Tendon degeneration, not present in the rabbit model studied here, likely represents the 

most important limitation to extrapolate findings in the clinical context of rotator cuff tear. 

Patients who experience rotator cuff tears are in most cases unaware of the duration or the 

severity of the tear31. Once a tear is suspected, patients may wait months for surgical 

reattachment. Using the delayed reattachment group, we attempted to mimic the delay between 

tear and repair but in Canadian clinical practices, the delay is measured in months or years and 

not weeks. Overall, animal models provide access to samples, can be used for testing new 

surgical techniques, and to describe disease processes but imperfectly represent the clinical 

presentation of rotator cuff tears. 
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When evaluating the methodology used in the study, limitations were noted. First, the 

muscle specimens used have been frozen for extended periods of time. The structure of myocytes 

might have been altered and assessing muscle volume was not possible. Inherent to the protocol 

for histology processing, the alcohol treatment of tissue sections led to the removal of fat and 

prevented us from performing the immunohistological analysis of intramuscular fat. Lastly, 

when analyzing the immunohistochemical staining of CD31 and αSMA on whole SSP muscle 

cross-sections, only a portion of the muscle sections was analyzed and corresponding to FOV 

positioned randomly on tissue sections. 

4.4 Conclusions 

In summary, this study investigated the change in vascular density in SSP muscle 

sections by histology and following SSP tendon detachment with or without reattachment and 

the association with intramuscular fat accumulation. There was a significant increase in 

vascularization following SSP tendon detachment that was not observed in both the immediate 

and delayed reattachment groups. In the detachment only group, the increase in vascularization 

was associated with intramuscular fat accumulation. In future, studies could be designed to 

manipulate the vascularization of the SSP muscle during rotator cuff tear and to measure the 

consequences on intramuscular fat accumulation to establish a cause and effect relationship. Our 

results support investigating the potential role of vascularization after tendon tear on 

intramuscular fat accumulation to mitigate the accumulation of intramuscular fat. By elucidating 

the mechanisms contributing to intramuscular fat accumulation, therapies can be designed to 

prevent or reverse intramuscular fat accumulation and improve long-term functional outcomes 

from rotator cuff repairs.   
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